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Introduction
● This paper presents Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs), a distributed 

memory abstraction that lets programmers perform in-memory computations 
on large  clusters in a fault-tolerant manner.

● The RDDs were implemented in a system called Spark. And was evaluated 
through a variety of user application and benchmarks. 

● There are 4 main sections of this presentation:
○ Motivation and Challenges
○ RDD
○ Spark and Examples
○ Evaluation and Benchmarking



Motivation
 

● MapReduce greatly simplifies “big data” analysis on large, unreliable clusters
○ Simple interface: map and reduce
○ Hides the details of parallelism, data partition, fault-tolerance, load-balancing…

● But as soon as it got popular, users wanted more:    
○ More complex, multi-stage applications (e.g. iterative machine learning & graph processing)
○ More interactive ad-hoc queries(data mining)

■ In mapreduce only was to reuse data between computations is to write it to external storage system e.g a 
distributed file system.



Motivation

Complex algorithms/apps and interactive queries both need one thing that 
MapReduce lacks: 

It lacked abstraction for leveraging distributed 
memory.



Example



Goal: In-Memory Data Sharing  
10-100 * faster than network/disk.



Challenge

● How to design a distributed memory abstraction that is 
both : 
○ Fault tolerant
○ Efficient



Solution :  Resilient Distributed Datasets(RDD) 

 

● Restricted form of distributed shared memory :
○ Immutable, partitioned collections of records
○ Can only be built through coarse-grained deterministic transformations(map, filter, join)  



Solution :  Resilient Distributed Datasets(RDD) 

● Efficient fault recovery using lineage
○ Log one operation to apply to many elements
○ Recompute lost partitions on failure
○ No cost if nothing fails  



RDD  : Persistence and Partitioning

● Users can control two other aspects of RDDs: persistence and partitioning. 
Users can indicate which RDDs they will reuse and choose a storage strategy 
for them (e.g., in-memory storage). 

● They can also ask that an RDD’s elements be partitioned across machines 
based on a key in each record. This is useful for placement optimizations, 
such as ensuring that two datasets that will be joined together are 
hash-partitioned in the same way.



Generality of RDDs
● Despite their restrictions, RDDs can express surprisingly many parallel 

algorithms.
○ These naturally apply the same operation to many items

● Unify many related programming models
○ Data flow models: MapReduce, Dryad, SQL
○ Specialized models for iterative  apps: BSP(Pregel),iterative MapReduce(Haloop)

● Support new functionality.



Spark Programming Interface

Spark exposes RDD through a language oriented API where each dataset is 
represented as an object and transformations are involved using method on these 
objects.

It provides : 

● Resilient distributed datasets(RDDs)
● Control of each RDD partitioning (layout across nodes) and persistence

(storage in RAM, on disk, etc)



Spark Programming Interface
● Operations on RDDs: Transformations (build new RDDs and are lazy 

operation), Actions (compute and output results)



Example : WordCount
WordCount Implementation: Hadoop vs. Spark

 



Example: Log Mining

Load error messages from a log into memory, then 
interactively search for various patterns  



Example: Log Mining
At this point, no work has been performed on the cluster. However, the user can 
now use the RDD in actions, e.g.,to count the number of messages:

The user can also perform further transformations on the RDD and use their 
results.



Example: Log Mining
After the first action involving errors runs, Spark will store the partitions of errors in 
memory, greatly speeding up subsequent computations on it. 

Note that base RDD, lines, is not loaded into RAM. This is desirable because the 
error messages might only be a small fraction of the data (small enough to fit into 
memory).



Example: Log Mining

To illustrate how the model achieves fault tolerance, below is the lineage graph for 
the RDDs in our third query

RDDs track the graph of transformations that built them (their lineage) to
rebuild lost data.  



Applications Not Suitable For RDD Model

RDDs would be less suitable for applications that make asynchronous fine-grained 
updates to shared state, such as a storage system for a web application or an 
incremental web crawler. 

For these applications, it is more efficient to use systems that perform traditional 
update logging and data checkpointing, such as databases, RAMCloud [25], 
Percolator and Piccolo



Representing RDDs

A RDD representing an HDFS file has a partition for each block of the file and 
knows which machines each block is on. 

Each RDD is represented through a common interface that exposes five pieces of 
information.



Representing RDDs

The five functions are :

1. partition — represents atomic pieces of the dataset.
2. dependencies — list of dependencies that an RDD has on its parent RDDs or 

data sources
3. iterator —a function that computes an RDD based on its parents
4. partitioner — whether data is range/hash partitioned.
5. preferredLocation — nodes where a partition can be accessed faster due to 

data locality.



Representing RDDs
● The most interesting question in designing this interface  is  how  to  represent  

dependencies  between  RDDs.

● We can classify these dependencies into two types: 
○ Narrow  dependencies, where each partition of the parent RDD is used by at most one 

partition of the child RDD,
○ Wide dependencies, where multiple child partitions may depend on it. 



Representing RDDs
● For example,map leads to a narrow dependency, while join leads to wide 

dependencies  (unless the parents are hash-partitioned).



Implementation

● Around 14,000 lines of Scala
● Runs on Mesos to share clusters w/Hadoop

 



Implementation

● Each Spark program runs as a separate Mesos application, with its own driver 
(master) and workers, and resource sharing between these applications is 
handled by Mesos.

● Can read from any Hadoop input source (HDFS, S3, ...)



Evaluation

Overall results shows following :

● Spark outperforms Hadoop by up to 20× in iterative machine learning and  
graph applications.

○ By avoiding I/O and deserialization costs by storing data in memory as Java objects.



Evaluation

● Applications written in using Spark perform and scale well. In particular, we 
used Spark to speed up an analytics report that was running on Hadoop by 
40×.

● When nodes fail, Spark can recover quickly by re-building only the lost RDD 
partitions.

● Spark can be used to query a 1 TB dataset interactively with latencies of 5–7 
second



Evaluation
Iterative Machine Learning Applications:

We  implemented  two  iterative  machine  learning  applications, logistic 
regression and k-means, to compare the performance of the following systems:

● Hadoop: The Hadoop 0.20.2 stable release
● HadoopBinMem: A  Hadoop  deployment  that  converts the input data into a 

low-overhead binary format in the first iteration to eliminate text parsing in 
laterones, and stores it in an in-memory HDFS instance.

● Spark: Our implementation of RDDs.



Evaluation



Evaluation
● First Iterations : This  difference  was  due  to  signaling  overheads  in  

Hadoop’s  heartbeat  protocol  between its master and worker.

● HadoopBinMem still ran slower :
○ Deserialization cost to convert binary records to usable in-memory Java objects.



Evaluation
Pagerank : 10 iterations on 54GB data with approximately 4M articles

Spark with a 2.4×speedup over Hadoop, controlled partition 7.4 * speedup



Evaluation
Fault Recovery

Evaluated the cost of reconstructing RDD partitions using lineage after a node 
failure in the k-means application. 

Next figure compares the running times for 10 iterations of k-means on a 75-node 
cluster in normal operating scenario, with one where a node fails at the start of the 
6th iteration.Without any failure, each iteration consisted of 400 tasks working on 
100 GB of data



Evaluation



Evaluation
Behaviour with insufficient memory :

So  far,  we  ensured  that  every  machine  in  the  cluster had enough memory to 
store all the RDDs across iterations. 

A natural question is how Spark runs if there is not enough memory to store a 
job’s data.



Evaluation
In this experiment,we configured Spark not to use more than a certain percentage 
of memory to store RDDs on each machine.



Comparison with existing systems
RDDs and Spark learn from and improve the existing systems in many ways :

● Piccolo and DSM do not provide a high-level programming interface like 
RDDs. Moreover, they use checkpointing and roll back which are more 
expensive than lineage based approach.

● Nectar, Ceil and FlumeJava do not provide in-memory caching.
● MapReduce and Dryad use lineage based recovery within a computation, but 

this information is lost after a job ends. In contrast, RDDs persists lineage 
information across computations.



Interesting Insight

The paper also offers an interesting insight on the question of why previous 
frameworks could not offer the same level of generality. 

It says previous frameworks did not observe that “the common cause of these 
problems was a lack of data sharing abstractions”.



Key Takeaways

● RDDs are an efficient, general-purpose and fault-tolerant abstraction for 
sharing data in cluster applications.

● Unlike existing storage abstractions for clusters, which require data replication 
for fault tolerance, RDDs offer an API based on coarse-grained 
transformations that  lets them recover data efficiently using lineage.

● Spark (RDD) outperforms  Hadoop  by  upto 20× in iterative applications and 
can be used interactively to query hundreds of gigabytes of data.
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